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ABSTRACT Numerous problems have been experienced due to the current exponential rise
in urban population. Such challenges include insecurity and disaster management. It is therefore
critical that new and efficient ways of disaster management are realized. Drone technology has been
used in many applications due to their flexibility and cost-effectiveness in executing tasks. Such
applications include goods delivery, data collection, surveillance, and tracking. This paper proposes
an autonomous first response drone-based (Auto-FRD) smart rescue system. Auto-FRD paradigm uses
drones to provide quick response to critical situations in a smart city setting. The system comprises
three main sections: sensor network, intelligent drones, and the command center. The Auto-FRD
system is designed such that the drones automatically deploy to a specific location upon receiving
an alert signal from the smart sensors, as opposed to people sending the signal. Moreover, the system
is implemented using cheap LoRa technology. Experimental results show that the proposed system
drastically reduces the response time compared to conventional critical situation response systems.
Additionally, the data collected by the drones prove to be extra valuable when analyzing the critical
situation.

INDEX TERMS Drones, UAV, Smart city, IoT, Wireless sensors, Emergency response, Disaster.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current technology has facilitated the integration of
drones in many different application areas. [1]. Com-

mercial companies, such as Amazon prime air, Mercedes,
Dominos, and UPS have realized the benefits of drones
and are utilizing them to deliver goods. Special person-
alized drones used for taking pictures and videos are
currently available in the market. UAVs are also used by
the military for surveillance and information gathering as
well as executing missions over long distances. The use of
drones has caught the interest of many researchers and
academicians mainly because of the many advantages
incurred as opposed to using conventional methods. Such
advantages include low cost, safety, expandability among
others. Researchers are pushing the limits of drone tech-
nology to perform new and complex functions aiming at
minimizing cost and enhancing efficiency in areas such

as communication and security.

As the population in cities increase, service deliv-
ery such as security becomes difficult. Currently, crisis
response time is very high, and this is expected to
further increase as the cities become more populated.
It is therefore critical that new and effective ways are
determined to mitigate this problem. Critical situations
prompting new emergency response system include fire
accidents, robbery, vehicle accidents, and explosions. This
work explores the unique qualities of smart drones and
propose a new drone system used to respond to criti-
cal situations at minimum time and provide emergency
rescue services. The proposed paradigm comprises of
smart drones, intelligent sensors, and drone command
centers. A detailed study on drone flight planning, flight
path acquisition, and permission to fly authorization
will be discussed. Information management both at the
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drone and command center level will also be discussed.
Additionally, a detailed study and design of the communi-
cation system comprising of camera sensors, transmitters,
and receivers will also be provided.

The proposed paradigm is different compared to other
related works in that, drones are automatically acti-
vated by sensors as opposed to human operators. In
the event that an accident occurs, people often become
very confused and are not able to observe the environ-
ment around them. This means that accurate information
about the event will be very hard to obtain. Moreover, it
takes a response team about 10 to 20 minutes to arrive
at the accident scene. CCTV cameras have been used in
many incidents to try and determine exactly what hap-
pened. Nevertheless, the cameras have many limitations
such as dead zones, memory size, weather hazards, cost,
and they can easily be damaged or tempered with during
the accidents. The proposed system is able to quickly
respond to an emergency situation, record the entire
incident and even deliver required instruments such as
fire extinguishers (fire extinguisher ball) or first aid items.

Some examples of real-word events where this system
could have been used include, the attack that happened
in Christchurch New Zealand in March 2019, which left
at least 40 people dead. This was the act of a single
attacker. Because the police took time to respond, he
was able to do more harm. Another example is the attack
that happened at Dusit hotel in Nairobi Kenya in January
2019. The police did not respond in time and even after
arrival, they could not go into the building immediately
to begin rescue operations. The police did not know the
location of the attackers, how many they were, or what
kind of weapons they had. Therefore, they spent a lot
of time trying to design a rescue plan. They relied on
CCTV images which took a lot of time to acquire. As a
result, the attack left at least 20 people dead. Motivated by
these situations and many others, the proposed system
is designed and will be able to give the police quick and
very crucial information that is required to save many
lives. Moreover, the drones can be used to distract an
attacker and give innocent people time to escape.

Some work analogous to this can be found in lit-
erature. The work proposed by [2] is closest to our
proposed system. Nevertheless, the paradigm proposed
in [2] faces many limitations such as unreliability and
false information due to reliance on human deployment.
The paradigm proposed in this work is trying to limit
human influence and reduce response time. The drones
are activated by distress sensor signals from smart sensors
deployed in the city as opposed to people. The drones are
activated by sending a global positioning system (GPS)
coordinate signals. Once the drones receive this signal
they immediately fly to the scene, record and send back
live images. When the actual police arrive at the scene,
they have access to prior information about the scene.

The information collected by the drones can be used

by the police to bring the right people to justice and help
prevent wrongful convictions. In Fig. 1 the use of Auto-
FRDs in a smart city paradigm can be observed. Drone
deployment base stations are locations where drones are
deployed. In the figure, it can be observed that the ideal
location for a drone deployment base station is at the top
of a tall building (shown by the red arrows). This is so that
there will be a good line of sight (LoS), which facilitates
strong communication between sensors and drones (as
will be discussed in subsequent sections). Moreover, Fig.
1 shows two critical situations happening, a car accident
and a building on fire. In the figure, drones hovering
above the two critical situations can be observed. These
drones are sending back live images to the command
center and help authorities deal with the situation better.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
talks about related work. Section III presents the system
model. Configurations are presented in section IV. Section
V discusses challenges faced by the proposed system and
possible solutions. Finally, the conclusion is discussed in
section VI.

TABLE 1. NOMENCLATURES

Abbreviations Definitions

BS Base Station
CCTV Closed Circuit TV
ESC Electronic Speed Controller
FC Flight controller
FC Low-Power Wide Area Network
Auto-FRD Autonomous First Response Drone
GA Genetic Algorithm
GPS Global Positioning System
HD High Definition
IDE Integrated Development Environment
IMM Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality
IoT Internet of Things
LoRa Long-Range
LoRaWAN Long-Range Wide Area Networks
LoS Line of Sight
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
NLoS No Line of Sight
RFM95 Radio Frequency Modulation 95
ROS Robot Operating System
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
SA Simulated Annealing
UAVs Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

II. RELATED WORKS
The efficiency of drones in performing multiple tasks
have allowed them to be used in executing many tasks
with minimum cost and energy. This has attracted many
researchers and engineers to employ the use of drones
in many different areas. In this section, drones utilized
in rescue missions, emergency cellular coverage, and
accident scene mapping are highlighted.

Drones’ compactness and availability have enabled
their effective use in searching for survivors in collapsed
buildings [3]. Authors in [3] propose a complete archi-
tecture for a rescue drone hardware. The rescue team
deploy the drone at the scene and use onboard infrared
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First responder drones Communication tower Critical situation region Drone deployment station

FIGURE 1. Critical situation in a smart city environment.

cameras to locate victims. This system is suitable for
rescue missions in areas with no GPS accessibility. The
proposed system uses, DJI Matrice 100 and hokuyo lidar,
as well as Intel RealSense for global and local mapping.
According to [3], results show that the proposed system
performed better than conventional methods in assisting
rescuers to find victims in unknown disaster affected
areas.

Additionally, authors in [4] propose a paradigm where
drones are deployed to provide 5G cellular coverage
to a region requiring emergency cellular coverage. The
region could have been affected by a disaster or too
much traffic generated by users, resulting to a slow
network. The goal of the system proposed in [4] is to
determine the minimum number of drones required and
their location for a complete coverage of the critical
environment with minimum cost. While at the same time
maintaining a high data rate and low latency. The authors
use meta-heuristic algorithms (Simulating Annealing (SA)
and Genetic Algorithm (GA)) to empirically solve the
optimization problem. Moreover, authors in [5] developed
a drone system to provide emergency cellular coverage in
a densely populated area. Consequently, improving the
performance of conventional networks.

According to the European Commission annual re-
port in 2017, forest fires are considered among the top
environmental hazards [6]. Authors in [7] propose an
emergency support UAV for forest fire surveillance. The
system is equipped with thermal sensors, communication
modules, and thermal cameras that provide valuable real-
time data about the fire to the response team. In addition,
the system is implemented using multiple algorithms
which automate take-off, landing, path planning, and
fire monitoring. The system was simulated by performing

several flight tests and the results show great performance
in detecting forest fires.

Authors in [8] propose an emergency relief distribution
system used after an earthquake. Arman et al. provide a
detailed study of the difficulties faced by ground response
after an earthquake disaster. As a result, Arman et al.
propose the use of drone technology to deliver relief post-
earthquake to the affected people. according to [17], this
paradigm is not affected by ground transportation con-
strains and can be used to provide services to inaccessible
regions. The results show that the proposed system is
very effective when providing emergency relief to affected
areas.

Moreover, authors in [9] propose a top-down approach
for providing post-earthquake relief using drones to resi-
dents of a large metropolitan city. The paradigm focuses
on the first 48 hours after an earthquake disaster where
the affected people’s status and needs are analyzed and
then the post-earthquake relief system is designed, and
the drones deployed. The drones are deployed and con-
trolled from a ground command center.

The related works discussed above use drones to
perform different critical environment operations. The
execution of the rescue plan is done when a drone is
deployed by a person, or in other cases, the drone is pro-
grammed to periodically perform surveillance missions
of a specific region. However, our work differs in that the
drones do not require any human control to respond to
a critical situation and only deploy in case an accident
is detected. In many occasions, people cannot be relied
to deploy the drones in a timely manner, and periodic
deployment of drones is costly, wastes resources, and the
drones can easily miss an accident.

For instance, the work proposed by authors in [2] is
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limited in a number of ways. First, many people may not
have the drone activating-app on their phone, second,
their phones may not have power. Third, if someone
sends GPS signals using a phone, the done will be sent
to their location which may not exactly be the place
where the critical situation is happening. Fourth, people
may intentionally or accidentally send a distress signal
from their phones. Fifth, because of the critical situation,
people may forget or may not be able to send the
distress signal. The Auto-FRD system is designed in such
a way that in the event of a critical situation, the drones
automatically deploy at minimum time possible to the
exact location of the accident.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 2 describes the system layout of this project. This
paradigm is composed of three main parts: the com-
mand center, intelligent drones, and smart sensors. The
proposed system functions as follows, When the smart
sensors located in the streets sense a critical situation
such as an explosion or fire, they send GPS signals of the
location to the drones. The drones which are constantly
on standby automatically fly to this location and send
live data to the command center or deliver services. The
command center work with the police and can also take
control of the drones after arriving at the scene. Each
of these sections shall be briefly discussed to provide
readers with a clear understanding of this model.

A. ALERT SIGNAL SYSTEM
The Alert signal system comprises of the camera system
with the ability to detect a range of critical situations
and a signal transmission system used to send an alert
message to the drone. In this section, configuration of
both parts used in this system shall be discussed.

1) Sensors and Intelligent camera setup
The intelligent cameras are mounted on locations such
streets lights, buildings, and towers as shown in Fig. 3
(Currently, there are thousands of cameras around cities,
which can easily be integrated with this system).The
cameras have a 360 degree vision of the surrounding
environment and can accurately detect an accident 3.5km
away. The cameras detect the accident and determine the
GPS coordinates at the center of the accident. Unusual
activity that can be detected by the cameras includes
explosions, commotions, fires, and other forms of acci-
dents. The authors in [10] propose an intelligent video-
surveillance system with the ability to observe abnormal
behavior in crowed areas and set off an alarm system.
Additionally, other distress signals can be manually trig-
gered by employees in places such as banks or other
business areas in case of an emergency. Fire detectors
can also be utilized to deploy drones in case of a fire
accident. For example, bush fires can be hard to control.
Therefore, Auto-FRDs can be used to get a clear picture

of the situation and gather information such as people
who need immediate evacuation.

A reliable and inexpensive communication paradigm is
critical to the efficient operation of the Auto-FRD system.
Therefore, the system will be implemented using Long
Range (LoRa) communication system, which is enabled
by Low Power-Wide Area Network (LP-WAN). Moreover,
an ESP32 board shall be used to interface the GPS
module with LoRa and other sensors. The details of these
hardware devices used are given below.

2) Alert signal transmission using ESP32-LORA system
LoRa is a long-range wireless communication technology
promoted by the LoRa Alliance. It uses radio modulation
systems to transmit data. The modulation technique used
for communication in LoRa allows for long-range trans-
mission of small data packets. This means low bandwidth
consumption. The complexity of a LoRa receiver is also
reduced considerably due to the similarity of the offset in
time and frequency between the sender and receiver [22].
Moreover, there is minimum interference and low power
consumption. These qualities equip LoRa for a plethora
of applications in a smart environment setting [11]. In
addition, LoRa uses unlicensed frequencies that are freely
accessible and can be used by anyone.

LoRa’s long-range and low power features make it
perfect for battery-operated sensors and low-power ap-
plications in the Internet of Things (IoT), Smart home
and Machine-to-machine communication. There are two
different topologies for LoRa communication paradigm.
Point to point communication and LoRa network (using
LoRaWAN for example) as seen in Fig. 4 and 5 respec-
tively.

Unlike WiFi or Bluetooth that only support short-
distance communication, two LoRa devices with a proper
antenna can exchange data over a long distance. You
can easily configure your ESP32 with a LoRa chip to
transmit and receive data reliably at 2-5km in an urban
environment and up to 45km diameter in rural areas [11].

This system supports key Internet of Things (IoT)
requirements such as bi-directional communication, end-
to-end security, mobility and localization of services. Lo-
RaWAN has gained a lot of popularity among researchers
and academicians. Especially in this age of IoT where
billions of things are connected to everything and power
consumption becomes a major concern [12]. Table II
highlights comparisons between LoRaWAN and other
LPWA communication technologies. As can be observed
from the table, LoRaWAN is fairly superior in terms
of data rate, battery life, interference immunity, and
mobility.

Because of the above mentioned reasons, LoRa tech-
nology with ES32-RMF95 modules is used to build the
communication system between the intelligent sensors
deployed in the streets and the standby drones. This
link is used to send alert signals. The algorithm used in
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Smart Sensors

Intelligent Drones

• Receives GPS signals
• Fly to site
• Send live data

Command Center

• Receive live data from drones
• Can control drone once on site

• Sense distress
• Send GPS signals

FIGURE 2. System layout of the proposed first response drone-based emergency system.

TABLE 2. LoRaWAN and others LPWAN communication technologies

Feature LoRaWAN Sigfox NB-IoT LTE-M

Modulation SS Chirp GFSK/DBPSK UNB/GFSK/BPSK OFDMA
Data Rate 290bps –5ookbps 100bps 12/8bytes Max 100bps 12/8bytes Max 200kbps-1Mbps
Link Budget 154 dB 146 dB 151 dB 146 dB
Battery Lifetime 8 - 10 years 7 - 8 years 7 - 8 years 1 -12 years
Power Efficiency Very High Very High Very High Medium
Security/Authentication Yes (32 bits) Yes (16 bits) No Yes (32 bits)

Range
2-5 km urban

15 km suburban
45 km rural

23-10 km urban
-

30-50 km rural

1.5 km urban
-

20-40 km rural

35km – 2G
200km – 3G
200km – 4G

Interference Immunity Very High Low Low Medium
Scalability Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mobility/Localization Yes No Limited.No Loc Only Mobility

FIGURE 3. Surveillance intelligent camera system mounted on the streets.

D1 D2

FIGURE 4. Long range device to device communication.

D1 D2

D3D4

FIGURE 5. Long range wide area network (LoRaWAN) guarantees perfect
operation between IoT devices without complex local implementation

the transmitter is depicted in algorithm 1. The algorithm
shows that the transmitter sends multiple alert GPS
coordinate signals when activated. This is to ensure that
the packets have a high delivery rate. The communication
system was tested by mounting the receiver on high
ground and moving the transmitter to different locations
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as seen in Fig. 6.

FIGURE 6. Signal receiver (left) depicting the RSSI of the packet and mobile
signal transmitter (right) mounted on a bicycle.

Algorithm 1: GPS Transmitter Pseudo Code

pin declaration: RXD2, TXD2, ss, rst, di0;
libraries: gpd = TinyGPSPlus;
counter = 0;
begin setup

Serial.begin (115200);
Serial2.begin (9600,SERIAL8N1,RXD2,TXD2);
LoRa.setPins (ss, rst, dio0);
Initialize LoRa com with special frq (866E6);
Declare sync word (0-0xFF);

end setup.

begin loop
while While Serial2.available do

gps = Serial2.read();
end
if gps.location.isUpdated() then

LoRa.beginPacket();
LoRa.println(gps.location.lat(), 6);
LoRa.println(gps.location.lng(), 6);
LoRa.endPacket();

end
counter = counter + 1;
end loop

Fig. 7 shows the different locations where the trans-
mitter was placed. These places, A through to E, were
strategically chosen to measure coverage, as well as
RSSI of LoRa on this system under different conditions.
Location A has direct LoS, location B has the most
dynamic environment due to moving vehicles and lo-
cation D has the highest interference and distance from
the transmitter. RSSI was measured and compared for
LoS and NLoS from positions A, C, and E and findings
depicted in Fig. 8. From the figure, it can be observed
that the RSSI for NLoS is weaker than that of LoS.
Nevertheless, as the distance increases, the RSSI for both

A

B

C
D

E

Gateway

753 m

1940 m

2290 m

1790 m

391 m

FIGURE 7. Map containing locations used to obtain LoRa RSSI field test data.

LoS and NLoS converge. Moreover, the rate of received
packets was measured from all locations and represented
in Fig. 9. The figure shows a continued decent in the rate
of received packages, with the highest being almost 100%
and the lowest 55% at positions A and D respectively. It is
determined that communication between the transmitter
and receiver in a LoRa system is dependent on the
distance and interference encountered by the system. The
higher the interference the lower the RSSI. Moreover, the
longer the distance, the lower the packet delivery rate.
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FIGURE 8. RSSI for LoS and NLos as the distance from gateway increases.
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FIGURE 9. The rate of packet delivery as distance between gateway and
transmitter increases as well as obstacles.

B. DRONES
Modern-day technology has allowed for the develop-
ment of intelligent high functioning drones. Autonomous
drones with the ability to function with minimum human
control exist in the market today. For instance, Ama-
zon drones are pre-programmed to fly to the customer
and back without human intervention. They are also
equipped with an anti-collision algorithm. This means
that they can avoid colliding with each other or with other
objects. Moreover, when the drone loose connection with
the control station, they automatically return to a secure
location. In this work, the abilities of these intelligent
drones are exploited to develop an Auto-FRD system.

Different factors were considered in determining the
type of drone to be used in this work. Such aspects in-
clude payload, cost, weather, maneuverability, and power
consumption. A hexacopter shown in Fig. 11 was there-
fore chosen as a better candidate as it is more stable
and can withstand different weather elements compared
to other models. Table III summarises the properties
and components of the hexacopter. Other components
used include optical cameras, high precision sensors
(RTK GNSS, accelerator, and gyroscope) for precise data
collection (speed, orientation, gravity) as shown in Fig. 10.
Take-off, path planning and permission to fly procedures
will be discussed in this section.

TABLE 3. Drone properties

Properties and components Quantity

Take-off mass 8.2 kg
Flying top speed 32 m/s

Endurance 18 mins
flight controller PixHawk 2 Cube

Dimensions 1250 mm × 1250 mm × 730 mm

When the drone located at base station (x0, y0) receives

an alert signal at (xe , ye ) which is the location of an
emergency, the first thing the drone does is to request
permission to fly by sending locations (x0, y0) and (xe , ye )
to the traffic control center. Ones the permission to fly
is granted, the drone then takes off to a safe altitude h
allowed by the city’s drone flying regulations.

From point o = (x0, y0,ho) the path finding algorithm
finds the path with the lowest probability of collision to
pe = (xe , ye ,he ). The algorithm considers three potential
paths used by the drone to arrive at the final destination.
From Fig. 12, the drone can use path o −pe , o −ol −pe ,
or o −or −pe .

First, the path finding algorithm calculates a safety
coefficient ko−p e of path o−pe . Then, locations ol and or

are calculated depending on the location of the accident,
by considering the furthest points with no obstacles from
(x0, y0,ho), and the algorithm also allocates a safety co-
efficient ko−o l and ko−o r which determines if the drone
will choose point ol or or . The algorithm then calculates
the safety coefficient from the chosen point to (xe , ye ,he ).

Finally, the algorithm determines the path to be used
by the drone by choosing the path with the highest safety
coefficient.

Algorithm 2: Route Generating Algorithm.

Inputs: Drone initial location o = (x0, y0,ho),
emergency location pe = (xe , ye ,he )
Outputs: Route from o to pe r t f = (xi , yi ,hi )
Define variables: Safety coefficient ko−p ko−o l

ko−o r , Best safety coefficient k f i n , Via location
oR L , Routs r t1 r t2

begin setup
pe ←senceEmergencyLocation()
h ←setAltitude()
ko−p ←calculateKop()
ko−o l←calculateKool()
ko−o r←calculateKoor()
k f i n←calculateKfin(ko−p , ko−o l , ko−o r )
if(k f i n == ko−p )
r t f ←createFinalRoute(o, pe )
else
oR L ←setViaLocation(k f i n)
r t1 ←createViaRoute(o, oR L )
r t2 ←createViaRoute(oR L , pe )
r t f ←createFinalViaRoute(r t1 , r t2)
end

end setup.

C. COMMAND CENTER

A graphical user interface (GUI) is developed at the com-
mand station to allow personnel to control and monitor
drone activity while at the scene. The GUI is basically
divided into two main sections. The first section is used to
establish a connection between the on-board computer
and the base while the second is used to visualize the on-
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FIGURE 10. Proposed drone paradigm incorporating the GPS receiver for Auto-FRDs.

FIGURE 11. Auto-FRD model.

board sensor readings. The second part is further divided
into the following sections:

• Optical sensors: This section displays the live video
signal from the HD camera on the drone.

• Autopilot information: This section displays all the
information about the drone from the autopilot.
Such information include drone speed, altitude, bat-
tery life, and other information about the status of
the flight.

oL

oR

o

pe

FIGURE 12. Map containing locations used to obtain LoRa RSSI field test
data.

• Drone position on map: This section shows the
location of the drone as well as the path of the drone
on a satellite mode map.

As noted by the authors in [13], human labor is still
required despite the high level of programming in au-
tonomous smart drones. People are required to monitor
the flight path of the drones as well as maintain the
drones. In this system, the command centers are used
for this purpose. Moreover, when the drones arrive at the
critical environment scene, they send live signals to the
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station. The command centers can therefore, collaborate
with the police to provide urgent and valuable informa-
tion about the scene.

IV. CONFIGURATIONS
The Auto-FRD system is designed to automatically pro-
vide fast services to people in need. Therefore, the time
used by the proposed system to provide the emergency
service must be compared against conventional methods.
The speed of a smart drone is mostly dependent on
variables such as wind speed and direction, and payload
of the drone. In this work, the top speed archived by the
designed drone is approximately 32m/s

Therefore, for a distress signal 5 km away from the
drone deployment base station, the Auto-FRD would
take less than 3 minutes to get to the scene. On the
other hand, the time used by the police to respond to
a distress call is affected by many variables. The day of
the week is one variable that affects police response time.
The authors in [14] claim that the police workload is
higher on Friday and Saturday than any other day of the
week. Therefore, they take a longer time to respond to
distress calls. Moreover, the time of the day (night-time
or day-time), location of the incident (characteristics of
the neighborhood) and the type of the incident are the
other factors affecting police response time. According to
a study done by [14] on the response time by police to
a burglary in progress in Texas USA, about 75% of the
calls were responded to in less than 5 minutes. Wheres,
almost 5% took more than 10 minutes. In this section, a
case study of implementing the proposed model in one
of the most crowded city in the world, Istanbul in Turkey
was done.

Istanbul is the fifth largest Megacity in the world [15].
Spanning over two continents (Europe and Asia), the city
holds a population of over 15 million people [15]. As a re-
sult, the city is facing problems such as traffic congestion,
insecurity, and insufficient fire station to meet the needs
of its residents. According to the Istanbul fire department,
there are about 70 fire stations currently operating in the
city. The stations range from small outposts known as
squads, to big main fire centers [16]. Each station covers
an area of about 80km2. Many fire stations have been de-
veloped by the Istanbul metropolitan municipality (IMM)
in an effort to provide emergency service to the large
population of the city [16]. The average response time is
calculated using the equation below.

τ= d/u +x +δt (µt ,αt )+ y +δr (µr ,αr ) (1)

Where, d is the distance between the fire station and
the emergency location, u is the speed of the vehicle. x
and y are the average delay caused by the traffic and fire
fighters respectively. δt is the variation delay caused by
road traffic as well as the delay due to the location of
the fire accident (Such as narrow pathways). δr is the

variation delay caused by the personnel when getting
ready. δt and δr are uniform distribution with mean µ

and variance α, this is because is because the exact delay
caused by the two events is not constant but varies with
±α. µt and αt are determined by the traffic delay during
peak and off-peak hours in the city. While µr and αr

are determined by how ready the firefighter personnel
are during the emergency call. Using the proposed drone
system, δt is the effect of air resistance and wind on
the drone and δr is the time taken to send and receive
permission to fly.

The average speed of an emergency vehicle is depen-
dent on many factors such as the condition of the road
and the driver. In this study, it is assumed that these
factors cause negligible delay and that the fire truck is
able to maintain an average speed of 17m/s which is
the common speed maintained by firetrucks during an
emergency [17]. Equations 1 is used to compute and
compare the emergency response time of both systems.
Fig. 13 depicts the performance of the fire department
in Istanbul compared to the proposed Auto-FRD system.
As it can be observed, the proposed system performs
better by having a lower response time. In addition, since
drones cover a large area in a very short time, only a few
base stations are required to cover the city as opposed to
having many fire stations and personnel, and hence save
money.

Table IV compares the performance metrics of the
proposed system with conventional police response sys-
tem and related drone paradigms like these covered in
the related work section (referred here as other drone
paradigm). The metrics considered included the monthly
cost of implementing and maintaining the system. There
are two methods used by the police to reduce response
time to a critical situation [18]. The first method is hiring
one additional response officer (M1) and the second is
the relocation of response stations (M2). From the table,
it can be observed that the Auto-FRD system is cheaper
compared to other drone response paradigms such as
those proposed in [2], [19], and [20], as well as the police
emergency response system. The response time is the
average time taken for a response service to arrive at the
emergency scene.

On average, the police take 4 minutes to respond
to an emergency with a 2.66-minute standard deviation
[14]. Most other emergency response drones paradigms
require people to deploy them. Therefore, their response
time is greater than the proposed Auto-FRD system but
less than the conventional police methods. Reliability
metric measures if the system delivers when called upon.
Police response systems are limited by many factors
such as traffic jam, police ethics (ie. some police may
choose to ignore an emergency call), and availability of
personnel, hence they may not always deliver. On the
other hand, systems that use drones are more reliable
as they have fewer limitations and are more likely to
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FIGURE 13. Performance of the proposed Auto-FRD system Vs Istanbul Fire Department

respond. Complexity is the amount of effort needed to
request an emergency service. For the police system, a
person is required to make a phone call and request a
service. For other drone systems, a person is required to
press an alarm signal [2]. However, in the proposed Auto-
FRD system, people are not required to do anything, and
hence it has the lowest complexity compared to the other
systems.

False alarm rate is the measure of false requests for
an emergency. As noted by [21], the emergency police
response unit receives a high number of false calls which
cost time, money and put lives in danger. These calls are
deliberately made with criminal motives such as crime
concealment, revenge, or terror. Other drone systems
where people press emergency signals can be used in the
same way as making a false emergency call to the police,
moreover, one must acquire the application to send the
signal in addition to having a phone. On the other hand,
Since the proposed system uses smart sensors to send a
distress signal, the rate of error observation is low com-
pared to the other methods. Nevertheless, If the sensors
are not trained well to identify emergency situations, a
false signal may be sent. However, this mistake can easily
be rectified by using well-trained sensors.

The accuracy of information obtained measures how
well the data obtained can reflect the exact emergency
situation. Using drones provide video and picture evi-
dence, as opposed to obtaining a descriptive account of
the situation by the witnesses which is what happens
in many police response system. Volume of information
obtained measures the amount of information collected
about the critical event. This is greatly affected by the
response time because the lower the response time, the

more an emergency can be observed and obtain more
data. The automation metric shows the response sys-
tem’s human dependence. Most police response systems
have limited or no automation. Also, many emergency
drone systems require some form of human interaction
before they are deployed. However, the proposed Auto-
FRD system is fully automated during an emergency
response situation. According to the performance metrics
considered in Table IV, the proposed paradigm is better
than the other emergency response systems.

TABLE 4. Performance metrics of the proposed system compared to other
emergency situation response systems.

Measurement
Metric

Auto-FRD System Police System
Other drone
systems (eg. [22])

Cost ≈ 300.00$
M1 ≈ 5082$
M2 ≈ 41,078.44$

≈ 8,870.00$

Response Time (s) ≈ 180 ≈ 525 180<time<525

Reliability High Medium High

Complexity Low Medium High

False alarm Rate Low High Medium

Accuracy of
information
obtained

High Medium High

Volume of
Information
obtained

High Low Medium

Automation Fully None Semi

V. CHALLENGES
Even though the autonomous first response drone-based
paradigm proves to be effective in handling critical
situations, the system still faces some challenges. One
limitation is the unreliability nature of the GPS module
to provide accurate location coordinates. GPS signals
can be critically weakened by the surrounding environ-
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ment which blocks the satellite link. Such environmen-
tal obstacles include tall buildings, tunnels, tree cover,
and weather elements such as clouds and humidity.
However, proposed solutions to overcome this challenge
include the use of satellite networks such as the Russian
GLONASS network. There are GPS modules that can
communicate with more than one GPS network. This
means that the GPS receiver can pick up multiple satel-
lite signals and improve its reliability and performance.
Modules such as the Ublox Neo 7N and Ublox Neo M8N
436 modules support both GPS and GLONASS networks.
Moreover, optic flow which is a vision-based motion
estimation system can be used to decrease the GPS
location errors [22]. Drones like DJI Phantom 3, and
Inspire one 155 have inbuilt Optic flow features, that
allows them to fly indoors.

Another challenge faced by the Auto-FRD paradigm is
the loss of transmitted packets. As shown by Fig.s 8 and
9, location coordinates send from the transmitter can fail
to reach the receiver due to NLoS and distance. Proposed
solutions to combat this challenge include the use of
MIMO (Multiple transmitter and receiver antennas) to
increase the path of the signals, consequently increasing
the rate of packets received at the receiver.

VI. CONCLUSION.
This study shows that using Autonomous First Response
Drones-based smart rescue system for critical situation
management is a novel idea that can be used to save
many lives by significantly reducing emergency response
time. In addition, the paradigm is inexpensive, secure
and reliable compared to conventional response-time-
reduction methods. Future works of this project include
implementing a network of drones and sensors using
LoRaWAN by further utilizing IoT systems and smarter
city paradigms. Moreover, we intend to modify the drones
to autonomously deliver more services to a critical
situation such as fire extinguishing balls.
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